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This guidebook describes 30 walks around Lakes Como and Maggiore in Northern Italy. The

routes range from 3 to 20km in length and are graded 1 to 3. There is something for everyone,

from easy leisurely strolls for first-time walkers to strenuous climbs up panoramic peaks.The

clear maps, inspirational photographs and information about accommodation and public

transport options help to make this guidebook an ideal companion to exploring the exceptional

scenery, views and culture of the Italian Lakes. A basic English-Italian glossary is also

included.Picturesque Lago Maggiore has been working its magic on writers and visitors for

centuries. Blessed with a mild climate and delightful position close to the Alps, it attracts flocks

of admirers to its shores and islands adorned with sumptuous villas and gorgeous ornamental

gardens, a legacy of the late Renaissance. Ever magnificent, the splendours of Lago di Como

were broadcast by the likes of Pliny and Strabone back in ancient Roman times. Overseas

visitors are attracted by the breathtaking scenery and romantic atmosphere, augmented by the

host of villas and superb gardens, where pretty camellias and rhododendrons spill over

terraces.
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Zeda dominates the western branch of Val Cannobina, Lago di Como (Walk

9)INTRODUCTIONNothing in the world could compare to the charms of these days spent on

the Milanese lakes.Stendhal (1783–1842)Beyond Bellano is the Dervio peninsula in upper

Lago di Como (Walk 24)A duo of magnificent lakes stand out in the north of Italy at the foot of

the Alpine chain on the border with Switzerland. Their glittering expanses have been visited by

English-speaking travellers since the days of the Grand Tour for their exquisite villas and lush

gardens where camellias and rhododendrons spill over terraces.Nowadays Lago Maggiore and

Lago di Como are well-known destinations for holidaymakers from the four corners of the globe

attracted by relaxing ferry cruises and romantic waterfront restaurants. Yet only steps beyond

the popular lakesides a wonderful world of old villages and verdant alpine landscapes waits to

be discovered. The 30 walks described in this guidebook wander around these beautiful lakes

making use of a vast network of age-old paved mule tracks through woodland and pasture

once used to link remote hamlets and alpine valleys in the interests of trade, pilgrimage and

travel. Walking enthusiasts of all levels of experience and ability can enjoy well-marked routes

ranging from leisurely lakeside promenades for novice walkers up to strenuous climbs up

panoramic peaks. There is something for everyone. All of them can easily be fitted into the

space of a single day. And what’s more, all the walks can be accessed by the excellent system

of local public transport, be that ferry, train, bus, cable car or chair lift.The two lakes are

strikingly beautiful yet surprisingly different in flavour and atmosphere. So how do you decide

which one to start with? Laid-back Maggiore boasts a bevy of picturesque islands-cum-villages

backed by lofty mountains dotted with old hamlets. On the other hand quintessentially romantic

Como is pure elegance in terms of its villas and gardens, although the lake’s edges also

feature surprisingly sheer cliffs and dramatically scenic pathways. More enticing details can be

found in the individual lake chapters. Further east lie Lago di Garda and Lago d’Iseo which are

covered in the separate Cicerone guide Walking Lago di Garda and Iseo. Rest assured that

once your enthusiasm is fired you’ll want to see them all!The beautiful grounds of Villa Melzi,

Lago di Como (Walk 26)The lakes owe their formation to the massive glaciers that slowly

spread down from the Alps towards the Italian plains hundreds of thousands of years ago. The

glaciers carried with them rock debris which was bulldozed into long uniform ridges known as

moraines. When temperatures rose – around 12,000 years ago – the ice began to melt and

retreat, leaving elongated troughs which filled with water forming the spectacular lakes. Lying

on a north–south axis, they resemble deep fjords, wedged between line after breathtaking line

of rugged mountain ridges rising well over 2000m. Rivers and streams running straight off the

Alps feed the lakes which take until midsummer for their crystal-clear waters to reach 24ºC, a



bearable temperature for swimming.For information on the culture of the lakes see the

individual lake Introductions.The Linea CadornaIn the period preceding World War I, the

fledgling Republic of Italy feared an invasion from Germany and Austria by way of neutral

Switzerland, and set on the idea of protecting its frontiers. The Linea Cadorna, named after its

principal creator General Luigi Cadorna, became reality between 1912 and 1916. An incredible

40,000 men were put to work constructing a man-made barrier stretching across the mountain

tops and valleys of the alpine foothills up to the 2000m mark from Passo del Sempione

northwest of Lago Maggiore all the way to Chiavenna well north of Lago di Como, and touching

on the shores of the great lakes. A total of 296km of roads, 398km of mule tracks and 72km of

trenches were constructed, as well as lookout posts, command structures and barracks (never

thankfully put to the test), still in remarkably good condition. Sections of the Linea Cadorna are

visited on Walks 3, 7 and 8 on Lago Maggiore, as well as Walk 18 on Lago di Como.Plants and

flowersThe Italian lakes offer much for flower lovers to admire as the equable climate and a

broad altitude range guarantee myriad Mediterranean as well as alpine species. Spontaneous

blooms complement the magnificent exotic plants and trees found in the many formal villa

gardens.Exquisite wildflowers can be expected as early as April and May (spring) at lower

altitudes, while the main display on the high alpine mountain ridges gets underway in June.

High stone walls are often adorned with magnificent bouquets of straggling caper plants, their

open white petals brandishing purple pistils. It is their buds, picked and pickled or salted, which

are familiar ingredients of Italian cuisine. Blooms and colours continue through to late summer

(August–September), while autumn (October) brings russet hues in woods and forests.Other

highlights include brilliant orange lilies in shady meadows, the concentrated blue-purple willow-

leaved gentian that blooms in gay clumps on open grassland, and true alpine species such as

cinquefoil and alpine cornflower. Enthusiasts will appreciate the Cicerone mini guide Alpine

Flowers.WildlifeOne presence, albeit mysterious, that sets Lago di Como aside from the other

northern lakes is the ‘dreaded’ Lariosaurus, a mythical reptilian creature said to resemble the

famed Loch Ness monster in appearance and behaviour. However Larrie (as it has been

nicknamed) is reputedly smaller – under 2m in length – but much more ferocious than its

Scottish counterpart!Walkers in woods will often notice hoof marks in the mud and scratchings

and diggings in the undergrowth, a sure sign of the presence of wild boar. Actual sightings are

extremely rare as the creatures are very timid.Chances are better of spotting roe deer flitting

between trees, while higher rocky terrain is home to the dainty goat-like chamois, recognisable

for their trademark crochet-hook horns and dark-patched rear quarters. Grassland over the

800m mark is home to colonies of endearing alpine marmots, often seen dashing across the

meadows on a quest for sugary wildflowers to feast on.A marmot at its burrowThe area is also

home to a superb range of birds of prey such as kites and eagles soaring overhead looking out

for a meal, while myriad timid songbirds provide sonorous entertainment from the safety of tree

cover.Getting thereBoth lakes can easily be accessed by overseas visitors. Specific details for

getting around locally are given in the introduction to each chapter.By airMilan’s airports

Malpensa () and Linate () are handy for both Lago di Como and Lago Maggiore. Bergamo’s

Orio Al Serio airport () can also be used for Lago di Como.By trainA couple of international

train lines between Switzerland and Italy come in handy. The Brig to Milano Centrale run via

Domodossola calls in at Stresa on Lago Maggiore. For Lago di Como there are direct Zurich-

Milano Centrale trains via Chiasso to San Giovanni station at Como. (Italian trains , Swiss

rail ).Local transportThe extensive network of trains, buses, ferries and cable cars around and

across Lago Maggiore and Lago di Como is easy to use and unfailingly reliable. All the walks in

this guidebook start and finish at a point that is accessible by local public transport (and the



book was researched using it). Local bus drivers know the roads and conditions like the back of

their hand, leaving passengers free to sit back and enjoy the views. So you never need to think

of hiring a car or taking your own, and so can avoid contributing to air pollution and traffic

congestion in these magical places.Generally speaking, bus schedules follow the Italian school

year, with extra runs during term time. Slightly reduced summer timetables correspond to the

main holidays, which fall mid-June through to mid-September. Full ferry services are timetabled

from March/April through to October/November; during winter services are cut back drastically,

and some lines are suspended. Exact dates vary from year to year, company to company and

region to region, but can easily be checked on the websites listed under the individual

lakes.Reasonable pricing prevails: for instance, at the time of writing the ferry from Intra to

Laveno on Lago Maggiore cost €3.40. Over 65ers are entitled to reductions (Monday–Friday).

Day tickets are available – ask for biglietto di libera circolazione. A local train ticket from Stresa

to Belgirate costs €1.90, while the funicular from Como to Brunate is €3 one-way or €5.50

return. The cable cars tend to be more expensive, although the Argegno–Pigra run on Lago di

Como is only €3.40.Bus tickets should usually be purchased before a journey, either at the bus

station or newsstands or tobacconists displaying the appropriate logo for the relevant transport

company. Should a railway station be unmanned and have no automatic machine (common at

minor stations), ask the conductor on board the train to sell you a ticket. At the larger stations,

remember to validate (stamp) train tickets at one of the machines on the platform before

boarding, so as to avoid a fine.Specific details for buses, trains, ferries, cable cars and taxis are

given at the beginning of each chapter.A gondola rises to dizzy heights over Laveno on Lago

Maggiore (Walk 12)Useful expressionsThese expressions may come in useful when

purchasing tickets.One ticket/two tickets to Monteisola, please.Un biglietto/due biglietti per

Monteisola, per favore.singleandata/corsa semplicereturnandata ritornoHow much is that?

Quanto costa?platformbinariotimetableorarioThank youGrazieYou’re welcomePregoThe

following words may be helpful for understanding timetables.Change at.../connectionCambio

a.../coincidenzasummer/winterestivo/invernaleworking days (Monday to

Saturday)ferialeholidays (Sundays and public holidays)festivodailygiornalieroMonday to Friday/

SaturdayLunedì a Venerdì/sabatoshuttle servicenavettastrikescioperoduring school

termscolasticoInformationBellagio and far-off Monte Legnone from the belvedere, Lago di

Como (Walk 27)The Italian Tourist Board () has offices all over the world and can help those

planning to visit the Italian lakes with general information.Information on accommodation,

transport and what to see can be obtained from local tourist information offices and

websites.Lago MaggioreCannero Riviera Tel 0323 788943Cannobio Tel 0323 71212Laveno Tel

0332 667223Luino Tel 0332 530019 ;Stresa Tel 0323 31308Verbania: Pallanza Tel 0323

503249; Intra Tel 348 2547482Lago di ComoBellagio Tel 031 951555Como Tel 031

269712Domaso Tel 0344 96322Gravedona Tel 0344 85005Lecco Tel 0341 295720Menaggio

Tel 0344 32924When to goOn Monte Carza above Lago Maggiore (Walk 8)The lakes are

renowned for their mild climate. Temperatures range from around 13ºC in December to the

high 20s in July.Generally speaking the months of spring through to early summer (March to

June) are recommended for walking in the area as temperatures are usually reasonable, the

vegetation is a brilliant green and the flowers blooming. However, September and October are

wonderful as well, with marginally fewer visitors and clear, crisp conditions once any summer

haze has dissipated. At low altitudes midsummer (July and August) can get quite hot – up to

30ºC – although an afternoon breeze is nearly always guaranteed. Of course the heat can be

tempered by a dip in a lake (or your hotel swimming pool) or better still, a walk at an alpine

elevation.The high-altitude walking routes are out of bounds throughout the winter months due



to snowfalls. However, crisp sunny winter days can make for perfect low-altitude walking with

brilliant visibility. Be aware that ferry services are reduced from November through to March,

when much accommodation closes, as do villas and gardens.The lakes can get very busy on

the main Italian public holidays: 1 January (New Year), 6 January (Epiphany), Easter Sunday

and Monday, 25 April (Liberation Day), 1 May (Labour Day), 2 June (Republic Day), 15 August

(Ferragosto), 1 November (All Saints), 8 December (Immaculate Conception), 25–26

December (Christmas and Boxing Day).AccommodationThere’s a huge range of

accommodation in hotels, B&Bs and campsites, and even a couple of hostels and mountain

huts. Suggestions for options in the middle price range (around €80–€100 for a double room

with breakfast) are given in the introductions to each chapter; most have websites and email

and accept credit card payments but do check. A deposit may be required. Book well in

advance, especially around the Italian public holidays (see above) and the peak months of May

and September. For self-catering possibilities contact the Tourist Offices or internet. All the

major towns and villages have a grocery store or supermarket, not to mention

ATMs.Remember that many places – but by no means all – close over the winter, usually from

October/November to March/April, so check beforehand if planning on a low-season visit.An

overnight stay in a rifugio is always a memorable experience. These chalets – set on mountain

slopes far from roads, and accessible on foot – are staffed during the summer months and

provide reasonably priced meals and dormitory accommodation for walkers and climbers. Two

are visited in this guide – see Walks 11 and 20.If phoning from overseas remember to preface

the phone numbers with +39, country code for Italy, and always include the initial 0 of the area

code. If calling from within Italy, dial that 0 as well. The only exceptions are Italian mobile

phones which begin with 3, emergency numbers such as 118 for medical matters, or toll-free

information services which start with 800.Rifugio Menaggio, a welcoming mountain hut offering

meals and dormitory accommodation (Walk 20)Food and drinkSpecial treats are in store for

the taste buds of adventurous eaters. The walking areas featured in this guide belong to the

northern Italian regions of Piemonte and Lombardia, each with unique traditional gastronomic

specialities. Generally speaking the best rule in a restaurant is to ask for the day’s speciality,

which will invariably feature seasonal locally sourced products. Che cosa avete oggi? means

‘What’s on today?’ In terms of dinner, Lombardia spells risotto heaven and foodies will find

plenty to get their forks into. Where available go for the ultimate, risotto alla milanese, creamy

rice cooked in a delicate meat broth, fragrant with saffron and often twinned with ossobuco,

tender braised veal shank. Pasta everywhere comes in a bewildering array of shapes and

sauces. Unusual choices include Piemontese panciotti, pasta parcels stuffed with fish or

crescent-shaped vegetable and meat agnolotti.In the Brescia district of Lombardia country

restaurants do spiedo on the weekend: a selection of meats liberally seasoned with fresh herbs

is gently spit roasted and served with polenta (cornmeal). Traditionally that once meant

uccellini, birds hunted in the hills over the autumn months.Freshwater fish from the lakes is a

constant on menus. The most common is coregone – also known as lavarello – which

translates as whitefish. Its pale flesh, delicate and soft, is perfectly suited to a quick grilling or

frying. Diners on Lago di Como may also be offered missoltino or agone, a type of small

pilchard that has been salted and preserved (the English name is ‘twaite shad’). Look out too

for the curiously named fried bleak (alborella), a small silvery fish common in Lago

Maggiore.For picnic lunches, neighbourhood grocery shops or small supermarkets are usually

happy to make up a fresh bread roll (panino) with your choice of filling. Any of the renowned

Italian cured meats such as prosciutto crudo are perfect. Salami made with goat meat is a

variant on the more usual pork. One unparalleled treat found in the mountains of Piemonte is



violino d’agnello, lamb that has been softened with lard; sliced transparently thin, it melts in the

mouth. Cheeses crafted from cow (mucca), sheep (pecora) or goat (capra) milk come in a

huge range: soft, smooth, crumbly, tangy (and downright mouldy and stinky at times), as the

mouth-watering display at any delicatessen can attest.Wine lists offer a kaleidoscope of

flavours and Piemonte boasts memorable reds such as Barbera, Nebbiolo and Dolcetto.

Lombardia’s Valtellina at the top of Lago di Como is also home to excellent red wine the ilk of

Inferno and Sassello.A note on drinking water: Italian domestic tap water (acqua da rubinetto)

is always safe (potabile means drinkable), and by law is meticulously tested on a regular basis.

You can request it in any restaurant and cafè instead of bottled mineral water, which needs to

be transported at a high cost to the environment. Fill up your drinking bottle at the village taps

and fountains, still commonplace in most alpine villages and hamlets.Breakfast in Italy tends to

be a simple affair. Most Italians take a coffee as cappuccino (with frothy milk) or espresso (a

strong black concentrated shot), usually accompanied by a croissant, while standing up at the

local cafè. However luckily for visitors, these days most middle-range hotels and B&Bs do a

decent buffet breakfast with fruit, cereals, eggs, bread and a choice of beverage.Many grape

varieties flourish on sunny slopes around the lakesA note on drinking water: Italian domestic

tap water (acqua da rubinetto) is always safe for drinking (potabile means drinkable), and by

law is meticulously tested on a frequent basis. You can request it in any restaurant and café

instead of bottled mineral water, which needs to be transported at a high cost to the

environment. Thankfully there is a growing movement of people aware of and working to avoid

such waste. For instance the innovative administrators of the Province of Brescia – from the

eastern shore of Lago d’Iseo to the western edge of Lago di Garda – have installed dispensers

of free water in towns and villages across their territory; filtered mains water, it comes chilled,

fizzy or flat. This is a reinvention of the age-old tradition of the village fountain, still alive and

commonplace in the majority of the alpine villages and hamlets visited during these

walks.What to takeSun protection: hat, high-factor cream and sunglassesBottle for drinking

waterSmall daypack: shoulder and hand-held bags are unwise, as it’s safer to have hands and

arms free while walkingLightweight trekking boots, or decent pair of trainers or sports shoes,

with good grip and thickish soles to protect your feet from loose stones; sandals are quite

unsuitable and can be dangerousTrekking poles for the high mountain routesWaterproof gear

including lightweight jacket, rucksack cover, and optional overtrousersT-shirts and shorts

during spring/summer, layered with a light sweater or shirt for cooler conditionsAutum/winter

visitors should pack warm clothes: long trousers, fleece or pullover, hat and glovesBasic first-

aid kitWhistle, headlamp or torch for calling for help in an emergencyMaps (see below) and

compassMapsSketch maps are provided for each walk in this guidebook. In many cases these

are sufficient, in combination with the walk description. However it is always a good idea to get

hold of larger maps of the area for a number of valid reasons: they put places in a wider

context, help you identify other points of interest, plot your own routes, and last but not least,

are an essential tool for orientation if you lose your way or decide to change route. A good

range of walking maps is available for the lakes, and specific information given in the

introduction to each chapter. Some maps are available overseas at outdoor stores and

bookshops, several can be downloaded from websites, while others are sold locally at the

lakes.Dos and don’tsDon’t set out late in the day, even on a short walk. Always allow extra time

for detours and wrong turns.Do find time to get in decent shape before setting out on your

holiday, as it will maximise enjoyment. The wonderful scenery will be better appreciated when

you’re not in a state of exhaustion, and healthy walkers react better in an emergency.Don’t walk

on your own. Stick with your companions and don’t lose sight of them; remember that the



progress of the group should match that of the slowest member.Don’t be overly ambitious;

choose routes suited to your ability (and to that of the group). Read the walk description

carefully before setting out.Avoid walking in brand new footwear, to reduce the likelihood of

blisters; leave those old worn-out shoes at home, as they may be unsafe on slippery terrain.

Choose your footwear carefully; comfort is essential.Check the weather forecast locally if

possible and don’t start out even on a short route if storms are forecast: paths can get slippery

and mountainsides are prone to rockfallsCarry weatherproof gear at all times, along with food

and plenty of drinking waterIn electrical storms, don’t shelter under trees or rock overhangs

and keep away from metallic fixturesDo not rely on your mobile phone in an emergency as

there is often no signal in the mountainous areasCarry any rubbish back to the village where it

can be disposed of correctly. Even organic waste such as apple cores and orange peel is best

not left lying around as it is an eyesore for other visitors and upsets the diet of animals and

birds.Be considerate when making a toilet stop. Carry a supply of small plastic ‘doggy’ bags to

deal with paper and tissues.Lastly, don’t leave your common sense at homeEmergenciesFor

medical matters, EU residents need a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC). Holders are

entitled to free or subsidised emergency treatment in Italy, which has an excellent national

health service. UK residents can apply online at . Australia has a similar reciprocal agreement

(RHCA) – see . Other nationalities should take out suitable equivalent insurance.Travel

insurance for a walking holiday is also strongly recommended, as the costs of rescue and

repatriation can be considerable. Membership of the Italian Alpine Club CAI is open to

everyone, and includes insurance for mountain rescue operations all over Europe.The following

services may be of help should problems arise.General emergency Tel 112Polizia (police) Tel

113Health-related emergencies including ambulance (ambulanza) and mountain rescue

(soccorso alpino) Tel 118‘Help!’ in Italian is Aiuto!, pronounced ‘eye-you-tow’. Pericolo is

‘danger’.Should help be needed during a walk, use the following internationally recognised

rescue signals: six signals per minute either visual (waving a handkerchief or flashing a torch)

or audible (shouting or whistling), repeated after a pause of one minute. The answer is three

visual or audible signals per minute, to be repeated after a one-minute pause. Anyone who

sees or hears a call for assistance must contact the nearest source of help, a mountain hut or

police station for example, as quickly as possible.These hand signals (below) could be useful

for communicating at a distance or with a helicopter.Using this guideThe path emerges over

Griante above Lago di Como (Walk 17)This guidebook contains a selection of the multitude of

walking routes on Lago Maggiore and Lago di Como in northern Italy. (A second Cicerone

guidebook covers Walking Lago di Garda and Iseo.) Visitors wishing to do more – and there

are plenty more! – can enquire at the local Tourist Offices and even join a guided walk if

desired.Many routes are waymarked with official CAI (Italian Alpine Club) red/white paint

stripes together with an identifying number, to be found along the way on prominent stones,

trees, walls and rock faces.Each walk description is preceded by an information box containing

the following essential data:StartFinishDistance in kilometres and milesAscent/Descent Height

gain and loss are an indication of effort required and need to be taken into account alongside

difficulty and distance when planning the day. Generally speaking, a walker of average fitness

will cover 300m (about 1000ft) in ascent in one hour.Difficulty Each walk has been classified by

grade, although adverse weather conditions will make any route more arduous.– Grade 1 Easy

route on clear tracks and paths, suitable for beginners.– Grade 2 Paths across hill and

mountain terrain, with lots of ups and downs; a reasonable level of fitness is required.– Grade 3

Strenuous, entailing some exposed stretches and possibly prolonged ascent. Experience and

extra care are recommended.Walking time This does not include pauses for picnics, views,



photos or nature stops, so always add on a good couple of hours when planning your day.

Times given during the descriptions are partial (as opposed to cumulative).Access Information

on how to get to the start point and away from the finish point by public and/or private

transport.Within the walk descriptions, ‘path’ is used to mean a narrow pedestrian-only way,

‘track’ and ‘lane’ are unsurfaced but vehicle width, and ‘road’ is surfaced and open to traffic

unless specified otherwise. Compass bearings are in abbreviated form (N, S, NNW and so on)

as are right (R) and left (L). Reference landmarks and places encountered en route and shown

on the accompanying map are in bold type, with altitude in metres above sea level given as ‘m’,

not to be confused with minutes (abbreviated as min). Note that 100m = 328ft.
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Lonely Planet The Italian Lakes (Travel Guide), Walking in Tuscany: 43 walks including Val

d'Orcia, San Gimignano and the Isle of Elba (International Walking), Shorter Walks in the

Dolomites: 50 varied day walks in the mountains (Cicerone Guide), Fodor's Essential Italy 2022

(Full-color Travel Guide), Lonely Planet Switzerland (Travel Guide), Walking in Italy's Cinque

Terre: Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola and Riomaggiore (Cicerone Walking

Guides), Northern Italy: Emilia-Romagna: including Bologna, Ferrara, Modena, Parma,

Ravenna and the Republic of San Marino (Bradt Travel Guides (Regional Guides)), Easy Italian

Phrase Book: Over 1500 Common Phrases For Everyday Use And Travel, Walking Lake Garda

and Iseo: Day walks in the Italian Lakes (Cicerone Walking Guides), See You in the Piazza:

New Places to Discover in Italy, Women in Sunlight: A Novel, Italian American: Red Sauce

Classics and New Essentials: A Cookbook, Blue Guide Lombardy, Milan & the Italian Lakes,

Walking on the Amalfi Coast: Ischia, Capri, Sorrento, Positano and Amalfi (International

Walking), 101 Conversations in Simple Italian: Short Natural Dialogues to Boost Your

Confidence & Improve Your Spoken Italian (Italian Edition), Twelve Caesars: Images of Power

from the Ancient World to the Modern, Lonely Planet Italy (Travel Guide), Lonely Planet Venice

& the Veneto (Travel Guide), Lonely Planet Florence & Tuscany (Travel Guide), Italy's Alpine

Lakes: Small-town Itineraries for the Foodie Traveler (Little Roads Europe Travel Guides)
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LE, “Great descriptions to guide your hike. Great, accurate descriptions that helped to guide

our hike. We would definitely recommend this delightful guide book.”

Alan Gray, “Excellent selection of delightful walking routes.. This walking guide helped me get

the best out of my first visit to Lake Como. In September 2020, my wife and I walked three of

the routes from this guide book called 'Walking Lake Como and Maggiore: Day walks in the

Italian Lakes (Cicerone Walking Guides)' which was issued in 2019. We were delighted by the

author's selection of routes: they are really interesting, usually avoid busy roads and they

explore delightful paved donkey trails and villages in addition to some popular tourist spots. I

found the route descriptions are accurate enough to avoid getting lost, but I had to read the

descriptions carefully, as the maps shown are basic sketches supporting these route

descriptions. The route descriptions also give brief, interesting information about places and

sights during the walks.”

Louise, “I would recommend this. A wonderful book of day walks in the Italian lake district.”

The book by Gillian Price has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 19 people have provided feedback.
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